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So this is my last entry
from the cockpit.
It’s been an incredible two years
as LCO. We’ve all made great
strides as an organization in that
time, and things will only continue
to get better for the Rebel Legion
as the years go on.
A wise man once told me that
there are three generations of
fans in the Rebel Legion—the
first are the original folks who were here for the first few
years of the club. There really aren’t that many of them
left as our mission and lives have changed, but they were
the ones who built the foundation we all now live on as
members. The second, which I include myself in, is the
group who showed up about the time between Celebrations
II and III, who saw potential in the club and found ways
to take it to the next level in terms of finding events and
improving relations with the 501st and LFL. The third
generation, which is what we’re in now, includes the folks
who have joined since CIV and are focused on honing our
skills as quality costumers and making sure everyone has
access to the resources they need to be successful.
When the next generation is ready to take the reigns
and lead, it’s time for the one before it to step aside. I
did what I mostly set out to do and have no regrets, so
that’s probably the best way to leave it. The next group
of leaders will take what we’ve done, build off of what we
started, and continue to make it better … and I’m looking
forward to seeing what they’ll have up their sleeves.
I want to thank everyone for their support (and criticism)
over the years. I’ve always said that you’re not doing a good
enough job if no one disagrees with you, and it’s safe to say
I had some detractors, so I guess I was doing my job.
I look forward to seeing what we can all do together as
a group next year as we enter our tenth anniversary. It’s
going to be a lot of fun for sure, and I can’t wait to see
what the next administration does with it. If anybody needs
me, I’ll be in Indianapolis waiting to see if Celebration V
will be in my back yard, but first I’ve gotta find a table to
pass out under at Dragon*Con.
Commander Bunhead, signing off.
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“What’s THAT comlink?”
“Attention! This is Lando Calrissian. Attention! The Empire
has taken control of the city. I advise everyone to leave
before more Imperial troops arrive.”
- Bespin evacuation announcement, The Empire Strikes Back

While mostly constructed of found parts, the tan rectangular
portion of this Cloud City comlink is a standard communications
component in ESB. It appears in slightly different form on both
Luke and Han’s left gauntlets in the scenes on Hoth, as well as
on the gloves of Rebel troopers in defense of Echo Base. Not a
surprise, as prop reuse is one of the major SW hallmarks!

An interview with

Grant
Gould
						
Star Wars: The Clone Wars webcomic artist
How did you get started working for Lucasfilm?
I was online pals with Tom Hodges, who was already
doing work for Lucasfilm, when in 2004 they were looking
for new artists to hop onboard the Revenge of the Sith
card set. Tom had known my SW fan art from theforce.net
and such, so he recommended me to them. I sent samples
to Lucasfilm, and before long, I was approved! So that card
set was my first official SW work, and after that I started
doing gigs for starwars.com, and it all started rolling from
there.

A lot of our members are collectors,
do you collect anything?
I used to collect action figures – Star Wars and Lord
of the Rings especially. I had a basement full of ‘em.
Unfortunately I started running out of room and money, so
I had to let that side hobby die off. I still buy the occasional
figure, but only the ones I have to have. Aside from that,
I sort of collect art books and convention sketchbooks
– stuff that I can keep on my desk to help inspire me when
I have creative block.

Who is your favorite character/person to draw?
It varies, but Yoda is always a character I enjoy drawing
(and can draw quickly). Really, the toughest characters
to draw are the bucketheads (the Fetts, stormtroopers,
Vader, etc.) and droids. R2 is surprisingly tough. But really,
I enjoy drawing almost all the SW characters - they’ve all
got such iconic, cool designs.

What’s been your favorite part about drawing for the
Clone Wars online comic? How far ahead do you work on
it? Do you know spoilers for the show way ahead of time?
This sounds cheesy, but honestly my favorite part is just
knowing that I’m drawing SW characters. It’s been a dream
of mine since I was a kid, and I still have to pinch myself
that I’m actually getting paid to draw official SW comics. I
love it! We generally get our scripts and draw the pages
about a month before they show up online, give or take.
The schedules vary a bit. But yeah, it’s cool getting some
insight into what’s coming. Sometimes the scripts have
spoilers, but more often, we get to see early character
designs, and that’s what I really enjoy. Sometimes I can’t
wait for everyone else to see what’s coming in a certain
episode, like the ice world episode “Trespass” – I got to
see the snow-suit/snow-bike designs pretty early on and
was excited about those.

What Star Wars piece of yours are you most proud of?
Hmm, that’s a difficult question, because I always see the
faults in my work and am trying to improve. I guess the
one that pops to mind is my “Ahsoka vs. Grievous” image
that I did for Topps’ Star Wars Galaxy Series 4. It’s not so
much that I’m proud of the artwork itself (again, all I see
are the flaws) but I was VERY proud to be part of that set.
It had been a dream of mine to be on a Galaxy card set.
So that was a real treat and I imagine I’ll always look back
on it fondly.

What’s been the strangest commission you’ve had?
Well, I occasionally get asked if I’ll draw SW characters
in... uh... well, adult situations. I always have to pass on
those. I don’t think Lucasfilm would appreciate it if I started
drawing X-rated commissions. J
Besides Star Wars, what else in the
genre do you like drawing?
I’m a big sci-fi/fantasy geek, so I love a lot of stuff – some
of my favorites being Battlestar Galactica, Farscape, and
Lord of the Rings.
What’s your favorite convention to attend each year?
Hard to pinpoint just one, because it seems to change
every year. San Diego [Comic Con] is always great
for the big VIP parties and getting to meet folks you
normally wouldn’t get to meet. Dragon*Con is great for the
costumes and the atmosphere. [Wizard World] Chicago is
great because it’s fairly close to home and I always have
fun there. The Minnesota FallCon is a favorite because I
get to hang out with all my local artist pals. They’ve all got
something to love.

Grant was welcomed as a Legion Honorary Member in 2008 during
FallCon in Saint Paul, Minnesota. Ed “IndustrialSizeEd” Cook had the
honors of making the presentation.

If you were to join the Rebel Legion,
what costume would you do?
I love the orange flight suits, but I’m afraid I’d look like a
giant pumpkin. So I’m gonna go with Hoth Trooper. That’s
an option, right? [Yes, it is!]
- thanks to Ed ”IndustrialSizeEd” Cook for helping with the interview.

Selling t h e L e g i o n …
“We’re NOT Bathrobe Jedi Anymore.” - 10 Years Old, The Rebel Legion Gets Rebranded
“No one can provide the public with a greater
range of costumes, nor a more personable
face-to-face experience. All that has been
lacking in the past was a united “public face.”
No longer is this the case … Over time, with
consistent brand messaging - where every
communication/appearance reinforces the
last - our image strengthens and grows.”
~ Excerpts from the upcoming Rebel Legion StyleCom

It blows my mind that with 10 years under our belt,
bases located across the world and all our combined
accomplishments, the Rebel Legion really is still just a
baby. What started as a small club is now an international
organization over a thousand strong. Even so, seems
like we should be so much “more” after all this time. And
to make it clear, this in no way diminishes all the great
work our Legion members have done to date. It’s just
time to step it up a bit. It all started after Celebration IV.
Some of us had a frank (sometimes heated) discussion
of how the Legion presented itself in comparison to other
groups in attendance. Costume-wise, we rocked, but from
a marketing standpoint it was agreed we were somewhat
lacking. Our booth, while fun, had a piecemeal look to it
that really didn’t represent our status as an international
group. It made us take a hard look at the varied messages
the Legion was putting out to the public and how we were
selling ourselves.
With 2010 approaching, we’re poised to enter an exciting
new phase in the RL’s growth. But, it will take more than
some shiny new flyers to make the difference – it’ll take
YOU – getting out there and spreading the word. Over the
years our membership has grown and our reputation has
spread far and wide (even though we haven’t broken in
to canon status yet, but give us some time, we’re working
on it!). We’re just now getting significant media play, more
recognition in the fan community, and are being sought out
for higher-profile events. On other fronts, due to the world
economy, our charity work is needed now, more than ever.
And our costume standards and quality have reached new
heights of progress.
Now is the time to make our presence felt.
WHY REBRAND NOW?
Why not now? Why wait? Some members clamor on
“why about us?,” “why weren’t we chosen,” and stuff like
that. This is the opportunity to address all that. We’re now
increasingly in the spotlight, but with that glare, comes
more scrutiny. Add to that the recent influx of new costume
options from cartoons, games, etc. (thanks LFL!) and
increased costume cross-over with other fan groups (more

“gray-area” characters), and this becomes this the perfect
time to set the stage – to “raise the bar” so to speak.
In the past, each base had to fend for itself regarding
marketing materials, graphic looks and group identities.
Yes, this grass-roots approach fostered base loyalty, but
it’s had the adverse affect of giving the Legion a splintered
image in the public’s view. Come on - we’ve all heard the
complaints that the public can’t tell us apart from other
costumed fan groups. Haven’t we all heard… “Who are
you? Didn’t you wear bathrobes at one point? Are you all
Jedi? Are you a charity group who dresses up? Are you part
of that stormtrooper group?” Up until now, we were really
kind of like the Rebellion - little cells each having free reign
to do what they wanted regardless of the group as a whole.
But now, as the RL starts it’s second 10 years, we’ve got to
come together, with central guidance, and provide a unified
front. (Kinda sounds Mon Mothma-esque doesn’t it?)
WHO’S GOING TO DO ALL THIS?
You are of course! Well… with a little help from the new RL
PR team sweating the details and getting all your ducks
in a row. But it’s basically you, me, even that wrinkled ol’
puppet on the cover of this issue who’s really got to do the
heavy lifting. If you don’t preach the gospel of your own
group, no one else will. Once you do, others will follow.
Heck, I’ve even got family friends bringing my base events
because they talk us up. It’s really not as hard as it seems
if you open yourself up to the possibility that you can sell
the Legion pretty much anywhere, not only when you’re in
costume. Just spread the word!
Obviously there are Legionnaires who do this now, and
they should be profusely thanked for their dedication,
because there’s a good chance that without them, you
wouldn’t be able to play at all those events you love
attending. Imagine having a closet full of costumes and
nowhere to wear them. Gasp!
UM… WHERE EXACTLY DO WE SPREAD THIS “WORD?”
Well, there’s the obvious locations – the events you work
and the big conventions spring to mind. But don’t forget the
little guys; the small anime or comic expos, hobby, comic
and gaming stores, living history reenactments (heck,
you already know they like to dress up), and costuming
seminars. Community, scout, hospital, and church events
- heck, even grocery stores or the mall work! The Legion
has had success promoting itself in all these places for one
main reason … Star Wars fans can be found ANYWHERE
and EVERYWHERE!

WHAT DO I DO THEN?
Now that you’ve gone and gotten someone curious, you’ve
got to reel them in. You don’t think we’d send you out into
the cold, dark world unprepared for this part did you? Of
course not. In fact, we’ve got a whole kit-and-caboodle of
stuff to help you on your way. (I told you that PR team’s
been busy!) Almost all of this stuff is available right on your
own computer too. You just need to know where to look
and who to ask. As for the “who,” you should be talking to
your Base Commander or the Legion PR Officer. Once you
do that, they’ll tell you where to look. Here’s just a partial
list of supplies and materials that can help you on your
way. Obviously, some are better for larger displays and
events, but there are lots that you can have handy anytime
you need them:
• Business Cards – Okay, this one is the MUST HAVE.
The Official RL one is preferred, but an approved Base
one works just as well in a pinch. You should have one
or two of these on you at all times because you never
know when an opportunity will present itself. And they
look spiffy!
• Trading Cards
– Yeah, these
were created just
for fun, but they
work. Make sure
you get yours in the
next round. Walk
around any con and
you’ll see the 501st
ones strewn about.
No matter where they’re found, people pick them up
and look at them. This works at hobby and comic book
stores as well if the owners are game. These are also a
guaranteed way to make a kid’s face light up.
• Press Kit – Finally the Legion has something to send out
to media and prospective event contacts. An all-inclusive
packet that succinctly answers who we are and what we
do. And most importantly, how to contact us.

• FAQs Sheet - Included in the Press Kit as well, this is
also available as a one-sheet for distribution.
• Flyers (color, black & white, 8.5”x11” or 4-up to a page)
– Several variations, one great message. Print them,
post them, distribute them. Basic information to peak the
public’s interest.
• Comlink (quarterly
newsletter) – This
publication shows
us at our best.
Always good to
have the latest
issue handy
(or the one that
spotlights your
base).
• StyleCom (w/fonts
sheet) - Okay, this
isn’t out yet… but
I’m soooooooooooo close I can taste it. This is basically
the Legion’s Branding Bible. It covers all the guidelines
(fonts, colors, logo use, legal disclaimer, con table/booth
set-up suggestions, etc.) that you need to create your
own materials and start marketing the Legion. And most
importantly it’s there to insure that the Legion’s new brand
identity remains a cohesive, comprehensive whole.
• Website & PowerPoint Presentations – The revised website
and forums still remain a crucial part of representing
the Legion. Make use of them and send people there to
browse. Have an opportunity to make a presentation? The
RL has a PowerPoint ready and waiting!
• Children’s Activity Books – We’ve got them, they’re fun,
and they’re just waiting for you to print them out and
staple them. Even better if you can send the PDF to an
event organizer ahead of time and have them assemble
them. Trust me, kids love these!
• Costume Guide
– This is a must
have, fan-favorite
at any con table.
It’s really our
best selling point
when people
can see the
extensive range
of costumes we
cover.
• Banners (printed
and electronic)
– Got a website,
make sure there’s
a linked banner on it. Marching in a parade, make sure
your behind our banner, not someone else’s.

Comlink



• Merchandise & Giveaways – We’ve got shirts, hats,
tattoos, patches, pins, bookmarks… USE THEM ALL
make people smile and remember us. The smaller
inexpensive stuff should be passed out like water.
Anyone ever consider dropping off a small, cheap RL pin
with every artist in any convention’s Artist Alley? Might
not be a bad idea. Might win us some fans we didn’t
have before and make the ones we already have smile.
Yup, the Legion’s got all these ready and waiting (with the
exception of the StyleCom, but that’s almost here). Got more
great ideas on stuff the Legion could use? We’ve set up
the guidelines so you can come up your own materials
as well - consult the upcoming StyleCom, follow the
suggestions, whip something up and run it past the LPRO.
There’re lots of creative people in our Legion, so we can’t
wait to see what you come up with!
HOW CAN I HELP?
There are as many ways to help as there are members
of the Legion. But to put it simply, be an ambassador for
the Legion. Talk it up every chance you get. Carry the info
and pass it out. Meet with people face-to-face, oh, here’s a
novel idea… work the RL table at events! In costume or in
RL gear! It’s our biggest opportunity at a captive audience.
You know those Honorary Member presentations we
do? Do more of them, try to beat the 501st to the punch,
and when you do, make sure you’re wearing RL gear.
Costumes are good, but mixing in some RL logo wear
drives home our identity. Try to avoid generic SW or other
group gear in these situations. If you can, give them swag
beyond just the normal nametag & HM plaque. Want to
know why you always see the likes of Steve Sansweet
and Peter Mayhew in 501st gear? It’s because someone
GAVE it to them! Trust me, people will use what you give
them - especially if it’s a cool design (and we have lots).
And yes, I understand that the color black is cool, and
flattering for some body styles, but let’s face it, black is the
501st’s signature color. Ever see those guys in a t-shirt of
a different color? Rarely. So, break out some other colors
- rock the white & orange!
Okay, as a side-note, let’s talk about money for a minute
here. Yeah, the rebellion always seems to be a little short
when compared to other groups. It happens. But we ask
that you try to help out whenever you can. All the little
donations can add up and help provide convention booth
makeovers, pay for banners and standee posters, even
cool swag to hand out. If you can’t donate, but you have
the ability to print materials – great, go for it, it helps. Maybe
instead of making donations at the Legion or Base level,
you just purchase RL business cards to hand out. That
in itself is a tremendous support. But don’t forget to leave
yourself a little bit of coin for all that extra-cool RL swag.
Showing off RL hats, pins, etc. is an essential way to
visually market this group as well.

Now a shout out to our dual-membership Legionnaires!
We know that you’re responsible for making all the great
headway in having all the groups work well together, but
please consider putting away your hardware and black
t-shirts to sport your RL gear once in a while. This is
especially needed at events – if you’re in RL attire at an
event (even one headed up by another group), and you’re
asked what group you’re in, give your fellow RL friends the
courtesy of answering “the Rebel Legion” first. If you give
any other answer, while wearing your RL costumes, you’re
shooting the RL in the foot. Not doing so encourages the
“aren’t you all one group” view the public takes. Actually
this scenario applies to all RL members. As I stated earlier,
if you don’t talk the Legion up, no one else will, and all the
press, attention and possible recruits will drift to another
group. Does this mean you shouldn’t talk up your dualmemberships or don’t pimp the other groups? Definitely
not! We all function better when we’re working together,
supporting each other – just remember to mention the Rebel
Legion first so as to cement our identity in their heads.
WHAT ABOUT RECRUITING?
“Hello… McFly?” (sorry, wrong movie) YES! OF COURSE
we want you to recruit! It’s an integral part to the whole
thing. The more bodies we have, the more people we put
in the field, the more we talk the Legion up, the better
we’ll be known as a distinct entity. Which then starts the
process all over again! Don’t forget to create close ties
with other fan-groups along the way. Often they provide
the best marketing and recruitment opportunities without
even knowing it. Especially get to know those groups’
newest members. Actually, seek them out if you can. If
you can generate interest in dual memberships before
any old biases seep in, you’ve got a potential recruit on
your hands. How do you do this? Talk up the benefits of
dual memberships – costume options, costume help, the
chance of getting into a high-profile event with one group
when the other has filled all its slots. Be friendly, helpful,
courteous, professional AT ALL TIMES (so basically be
yourself) because you never know who’s watching, and
what kind of impression you’ll make.
So that’s it, the “Grand Plan” in a nutshell. We know
that this was a lot of info and most of you do a lot of this
already – but sometimes it helps to have it all laid out.
As you can see, with the RLPR Team providing a wideranging foundation, and all you awesome Legionnaires
spreading the word, it’s sure to be an unbeatable
combination. One that can shake up fandom in the next
10-years… LONG LIVE THE LEGION!
- Jon “HazardThree” Paulson, Sunrider Base

meet
the base
Each quarter, we feature a Base or Outpost of the Rebel
Legion as a way for our members to get to know one another,
and to learn more about our fellow Rebels scattered all over
the globe. Up this issue... German Base Yavin!

WEBSITE: http://www.rebellegion.de
SERVING: Germany
HISTORY: German Base Yavin, was founded by
Sebastian “Spaceball” Kraus. The first logo consisted of
the Rebel crest with a Biggs Darklighter helmet in front.
This logo was recreated in 2007 when the Base was
revived after a long winter sleep. Until the separation of
Austria and Switzerland from the base, the Rebel crest
showed the flags from the three countries - now the logo
only features the colors of Germany in the Rebel crest.
Currently the Base has 28 members and is still growing.

Great Carnival Parade 2009 in Nuremberg.
Picture provided by Star Wars Dinner Nürnberg
Photographer: Günter Babel.

EVENTS: It’s difficult in Germany to get the
opportunity to troop, Star Wars isn’t part of the culture
here like it is in the U.S.A. Mostly we are involved
in little local events like the Carnival Parade in
Nuremberg and the German Model Masters. Our first
appearance at a convention was at Jedi Con 2008. It
is always a pleasure to look in the bright eyes of the
children when we bring their heroes to life.
We are now planning our first Base gathering at a fun
park in September 2009 and Jedi Con 2010.
INTERESTING FACTS: German Base Yavin is home
to the Knights of the Jedi Order’s Massassi Temple.
Also supporting the Base are the Sintaril Unit of
the Rebel Alliance Infantry Detachment (RAID) and
the Piranha Beetle Squadron of the Rebel Legion
Starfighter Command.
- Claidia “Nomi Darklighter” Riedel, Commanding Officer

From left to right: Thomas “Col. Dash Rendar” Riedel, Matthias
Poschner and Philipp “SW-Fan” Hermle at German Model Masters
2009. Picture provided by Philipp “SW-Fan” Hermle.
Massassi Temple, Sintaril Unit, and Piranha Beetle Squadron.

Diplomatic
Missions

Star Wars: The Musical Journey
London, United Kingdom  •  April 10th -11th

The Rebels from Elstree Base joined forces
with their counterparts from the 501st
Legion’s UK Garrison to celebrate the
music of the Star Wars saga, as London
played host to the world premiere of
Star Wars: A Musical Journey.
The enormous O2 Arena in London - officially the world’s most
popular and successful music venue - played host to the opening
night of Star Wars: A Musical Journey that’s set to travel the
globe.
For British Star Wars fandom this was a massively eventful bank
holiday and with the Rebel Legion and UK Garrison out in force it
was set to be a magical weekend. But even the most optimistic
of viewers couldn’t have quite grasped just how special it would
turn out to be.
Accompanying the 80-piece Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
conducted by Dirk Brossè, were images from all six movies and
a dramatic narration by C-3PO himself, Anthony Daniels.
Also on display were costumes and props never before
released from the Lucasfilm vaults which will accompany the
musical extravaganza around the globe. There were also guest
appearances from cast members such as Warwick Davies
and Jeremy Bulloch, and a surprise visit by George Lucas for
Saturday’s show.

Whilst Lord Vader and his men in white terrorized
the public, the costumed members of Elstree
Base dazzled the fans with an array of characters
spanning the complete six-episode saga ; from
General Kenobi, Anakin Skywalker, Padmé and
the Clones to X-Wing Pilots, Rebel Fleet Troopers,
Tusken Raiders as well as old favourites such
as Han Solo, Boushh, R2-D2 and the mighty
Chewbacca who kept the fans entertained with
photo opportunities, demonstrating lightsaber skills
and information regarding the show and their part in
the Star Wars universe.
This was a weekend never to be forgotten and we
would like to thank LFL, Another Planet Productions
event staff, O2Arena Security and in particular Betsy
Scott, for her generous hospitality and for giving us
this once in a lifetime world premiere opportunity.
- By Steve “Jedi Vamp” Burns, XO Elstree Base

Elstree Base dazzled the crowds with characters from the entire saga.
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Relay for Life

Diplomatic
Missions

Baytown, Texas  •  April 24

th

While some Kessel Base members have participated in this
event in the past, this was my first time attending the walk.
At 6:00 pm there were quite a few of us in costume and
we made a quick run up and down our aisle just to warm
up the crowd for the parade. By 6:15 the cancer survivors
began their lap around the track and we stood on the side
shaking hands and greeting the survivors as they made
their way around. After the survivors’ lap we all fell in
behind them and did a lap in their honor.
After the parade Imperial Officers, Stormtroopers and
some Clone Troopers began arresting people for the
detention block to help raise more money. There was
also a mini bake sale setup as well as a green screen for
picture taking. One of the first “arrested” was a Chick-Fil-A
mascot... a cow. After about and hour or so rain drops
were felt but everyone kept trooping thinking the rain
would pass.
Then word began to trickle in through cell phones, that
a storm was heading our way. Shortly the rain started
pouring, hard. A lot of the vendors and other participants
started to just buckle down for the time being to wait the
storm out. After about 45 minutes or so we could hear
the parking lots, which were grass fields, starting to flood.
People began to get out of costume and make a run for
their cars. The rain hit a lull at one point and one by one
people would get their cars and pull them up. Slowly we
helped each other load up our things.
Most of us were stuck there until 11:00 pm but overall
the event was a pretty good success with the amount of
money raised by Kessel Base and the Star Garrison for
the American Cancer Society being $3629.63.

Star Wars: The Exhibit
Buenos Aires, Argentina  •  July 2nd  
Argentinean RL members headed to Buenos Aires for
their first official event, the opening of Star Wars: The
Exhibition. Opening on July 2, the exhibit will be running
at the Centro Cultural Recoleta, Capital Federal, Buenos
Aires until August. The world-traveling exhibit is a display
of over 200 items from the Lucasfilm Archives, spanning
the entire Star Wars saga. The exhibition also includes
an educational project designed for junior high and high
school students.
While at the exhibit, our members helped collect donations
to the Centro Cultural Recoleta, so they can build a new
exhibit room, and did the usual meet and greet with the
public. I was also lucky enough to conduct an interview
with Nelson Hall, a Lucasfilm modelmaker, which can be
found at:
http://www.theforce.com.ar/Scripts/WebFormsLibrary/
MainContainerForm.asp?iAction=2&lNewsId=253

- Danny “Danpa” Patterson, Kessel Base

Also in attendance opening day, was the Star Wars
Fan Club Argentina and Renegados de la Fuerza. The
organizers remarked on our presence in particular,
mentioning the high quality of our costumes and how
pleased they were to have us there.
There was some media coverage by one national channel
and one on-line TV channel. Here are the links to the
videos:
http://www.theforce.com.ar/Scripts/WebFormsLibrary/
MainContainerForm.asp?iAction=2&lNewsId=250
http://www.theforce.com.ar/Scripts/WebFormsLibrary/
MainContainerForm.asp?iAction=2&lNewsId=251
We also had a new potential member attend as a generic
Jedi. And we hope the exposure from the day will help us
recruit more members.
- Diego “the.rebel.agent” Arevalo, The Outer Rim (Argentina)
Additional photos by Danny Patterson:
http://viewmorepics.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewPicture&friendID=93647568&albumId=2769847

Star Wars Weekends
Orlando, Florida  •  May 22 - June 14   
Ra Kura Base of the Rebel Legion, together with the Florida Garrison, participated in
Disney World’s Star Wars Weekends (SWW) in Orlando, Florida. SWW ran Friday through
Sunday from May 22 - June 14. Bespin, Corellian, Echo, Endor, Freedom and Midwest
Base members also joined Ra Kura Base during the festivities.
The Star Wars parade motorcade took place at approx. 11:30am and, this year, featured
the following Star Wars celebrities: Ray Park, Warwick Davis, James Arnold Taylor (voice
of Clone Wars Obi-Wan), Peter Mayhew, Matthew Wood (voice of Grievous), Jeremy
Bulloch, David Prowse, Matt Lanter (voice of Clone Wars Anakin), Dave Filoni (Clone Wars
director), Ashley Eckstein (voice of Ahsoka) and Jay Laga’aia
Over the course of Star Wars Weekends, the Rebel Legion presented Honorary
Memberships to the following members: James Arnold Taylor, Ashley Eckstein and Matt
Latner, all of which are known from the Clone Wars series. The Rebel Legion was also
honored to have Clone Wars director Dave Filoni and Ashley Eckstein attend the Rebel
Legion Dinner at Disney Whispering Canyons on the last weekend of Star Wars Weekends.
This same day was Bespin Base’s CO Beth Spires 40th Birthday. The night was truly
special all around. A wonderful time was had by all that attended.
Closing weekend was the Rebel Legion’s “Pilot Weekend”, when 22 Rebel pilots
participated in the parade. Cheers echoed through Hollywood Studios for these unsung
heroes while marching down the boulevard. What an appropriate way to end Star Wars
Weekends 2009, with the heroes of the Rebellion being cheered on for yet another Star
Wars happy ending.
- Lori “Princess Leia Organa” McKee, Ra Kura Base

Rebel Legion members “wow-ed” parade viewers throughout the park.

Members of the Rebel Legion’s Starfighter Command used Pilot Day
as an opportunity to qualify on the fleet’s newest micro-fighter!

HM Presentations!
More details about them on page 13.

Ashley!

Disney made some very special cakes for our VIP guests at the RL dinner.

james!

matt!

Happy Birthday to Beth “Phrog” Spires, Bespin Base CO!

Photo by Ron Ricco/Disney

Everyone sits down to enjoy a delicious meal.
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National Vaccination Campaign
Guarulhos City, Brazil  •  June 20   
th

Meeting up with Kleiton and his wife from the Brasil Garrison
(the event organizers), we went on to the Basic Health Unit (a
Federal Government project) in Jardim Cumbicas neighborhood,
Guarulhos City. This unit, located very near to Cumbica
International Airport, is very humble and dedicated to treating the
needy in the neighborhood. When we arrived, we met up with
other 501st Legion friends (De Marco and Otavio), who were
joining us (myself, my wife Cibele and my cousin Milena). This
was the team who would help in the first step of our National
Vaccination Campaign against children’s poliomyelitis.

From the
Editors’ Desks
With September approaching that can only mean two things
are on the horizon: Dragon*Con and Legion Elections.
Dragon*Con is four days of semi-controlled chaos, and if you
have never been... well, let’s discuss some things to help make
your first experience the best it can be.

R Get the schedule as soon as it comes out - then plan what
you want to see the most. You will not; repeat WILL NOT be
able to see everything. So plan carefully for those panels you
want to see the most, and camp out early.

We dressed up and separated into two teams. One stayed at
the building, while the second went around the neighborhood
in an open car, and headed out to six other Health Units,
along with the campaign mascot Joe Little Drop (who
represents the drops, that are the vaccine).

R Sign up for RL table duty. This is a great way to meet your

It was amazing! Awesome! An emotional sensation! Parents
arrived with their children to take photos with us, not using
high resolution cameras, but mobile phones or even simpler
models. Everyone was astonished by our presence, and
although some confused our characters names with characters
from other series/movies it was always with much respect and
love. Some children cried, afraid to take the vaccine (they did
not know it was only two drops put on their tongue). And when
that happened, we were there, to chat and help them to stop
crying... We called on their Force to give them strength to face
the vaccine.

Costumes can develop the dreaded con-funk very fast when
worn for four days. A nightly spritzing will help your costume last
through the con.

- Kleber Lopes, Polis Massa Base
(English translation by Vinicius Ayres)

Pictured, L to R: Milena “Mica Descovi” Descovi,
Kleber “kmlopes” Lopes, Cibele “ccyogui” Yogui.

R Last but not least please, please, please remember to
shower at least once a day. Con-funk can hit you just as fast as
it can hit your costume. So this will be doing both you and your
fellow con-goers a big favor.
The other big event for September is Legion Elections. Every
Legion officer from LCO to Council to Base Command is up for
grabs. So if you feel you have what it takes; then by all means
throw your hat into the ring. Being a Legion Officer is a very
challenging but also very rewarding position, and all members
who meet the qualifications are encouraged to run for office.
Nominations open September 1st!

Editors:

Oh! A curiosity... In this mission, without my knowledge, my
wife already was pregnant, so, our padawan made his/her
first event!

R Remember to bring a large bottle of Febreeze with you.

Neil Shivelle
Terrapin Base

Katharine Star
Echo Base

Staff:

This event trully made the souls of the Polis Massa Base
lighter and bigger. We saw the true Star Wars spirit making
a difference. The contact with health technicians, public
reception, campaign objectives and meeting our fellow 501st
brothers was priceless.

fellow Legion members, and an awesome opportunity to recruit
new members into our ranks. It also helps us put faces to board
names.

Deidra Culp
Midwest Base

Jon Paulson
Sunrider Base

Matt Hofmann
Mos Espa Base

Joel Webne
Freedom Base

Being an Honorary Member of the Rebel Legion…
what does that mean?
1. James Arnold Taylor
Well for one, it means a celebrity is a fan
of us! These people are the backbone
of the SW industry, whether it be as an
actor/actress from one of the many movies,
a voice-over person from a TV series,
etc, one of the many artists that bring the
world of Star Wars to life on the screen
or in print, or one of the executives from
Lucasfilm that make the events, movies and
the Rebel Legion possible. Some of our
many Honorary Members include: George
Lucas, Anthony Forest, Anthony Daniels,
Kenny Baker, Ray Park, Jan Duursema,
Carrie Fisher, and many, many others.
Each was presented with a plaque showing
our appreciation for making who and what
we are possible, as well as small tokens
of our gratitude that include Rebel Legion
merchandise and an official Rebel Legion
Name badge.
Joining the ranks of the Legion’s Honorary
Members this year: three talented voice actors
from the Star Wars: The Clone Wars movie
and TV series on Cartoon Network, as well as
a couple of breakthrough “media moguls.”

James is the voice of Obi-Wan Kenobi in all
the incarnations of Star Wars: The Clone
Wars. James’ greatest honor has been
following in the footsteps of greats Alan Reed
and Henry Corden by providing the voice of
the cartoon icon Fred Flintstone. Glenn Stein
and Lori McKee sponsored his membership.
2. Ashley Eckstein
Ashley is the voice of Ahsoka Tano in Star
Wars: The Clone Wars the movie and
animated television series. She also has
a starring role in the upcoming film Alice
Upside Down alongside Alyson Stoner,
Lucas Grabeel, Luke Perry and Penny
Marshall. Michel Boyer and Becca Kranning
sponsored her membership.
3. Matt Lanter
Matt is the voice of Anakin Skywalker in
Star Wars: The Clone Wars the movie
and animated television series. He can be
swooned over in the next season of 90210.
His membership was sponsored by Matt
Tolosa and Kathy Skirmont.

4. Kyle Newman
Kyle is the Director of the long-awaited
movie Fanboys and is brother to Kevin
Newman, designer of The Simpsons and
Futurama. He is also currently married to
actress Jamie King who played Amber in
Fanboys. Kyle was brought into the Legion
by Daniel Wolsey and Kit Sovine.
5. Seth Green
Seth is what you would call, “The Ultimate
Fanboy.” Currently one of the driving forces
behind the Cartoon Network’s Adult Swim
show Robot Chicken (second installment
now out on DVD!), he and the troop from
Robot Chicken are touring to promote the
DVD as well as hang with the fans. Seth
has been in multiple movies including the
upcoming Old Dogs with Robin Williams
and John Travolta. He also does the voices
in Family Guy. Sunrider Base presented
his membership at the Robot Chicken: Star
Wars event on July 25th.

